
Chapter 10

Campbell diagrams of gyroscopic continua and
subcritical friction-induced flutter

The ringing of a wine glass by a wetted finger
is due to the fall in [the coefficient of friction]
with increasing velocity which occurs at low
sliding speeds before full hydrodynamic lu-
brication sets in.

R. T. Spurr [541]

10.1 Friction-induced vibrations and sound generation

In 1638 Galileo Galilei remarked that “a glass of water may be made to emit a tone
merely by the friction of the finger-tip upon the rim of the glass” [184]. In 1761
Benjamin Franklin designed an “armonica”, where sound was radiated due to vibra-
tion of rotating glass bowls in frictional contact with the moistened fingers of a per-
former [502]. Shortly after Rayleigh [493] qualitatively described the onset of bending
waves in the singing wine glass by friction applied in the circumferential direction and
pointed out the proximity of the main audible frequency of the glass to the one of the
spectrum of its free vibrations, a disk brake had been invented [268]. Nowadays, the
automotive car brake squeal due to vibrations of a rotating annular plate in contact
with the friction pads – in general, a sound with one dominant frequency – is one
of the primary subjects of investigation in the acoustics of friction [6, 268, 433, 463]
because its “reliable reproduction or even prediction . . . is still not possible” [461].
The attempts to design a silent brake are still extensively based on the ‘trial-and-error’
method [461]. Among other examples of such audible friction-induced oscillations
we mention high-frequency self-excitation in paper calenders that yields emission of
sound and a wear pattern known as the calender barring [92, 537] and squeaking oc-
curring in ceramic-on-ceramic hip arthroplasty [255].

The author of one of the first theories of brake squeal, Spurr [542], experimentally
observed that a rotating wine glass sang when the dynamic friction coefficient was
a decreasing function of the velocity [541]. Linearizing the system with the negative
friction-velocity gradient produces an eigenvalue problem with an indefinite matrix of
damping forces. Effectively, negatively damped vibration modes may lead to complex
eigenvalues with positive real parts and cause flutter instability [174, 175, 303, 314].

The growth in amplitude will be limited in practice by some nonlinearity. Since
the engineering design is often more concerned with if a brake may squeal and less
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